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ABSTRACT

Beyond handling user reads and writes, storage systems execute multiple background tasks of various types, such as reconstruction of missing parity data and defragmentation. The resources of the system must be divided between user loads and internal tasks using a specific policy.

This work describes Fuzzy Adaptive Control – an innovative mechanism for sharing resources among various types of highly-variable loads. The new approach uses throughput as the task progress indicator avoiding assumptions about task properties such as resource consumption or handling process. It makes this new technique particularly well suited for complex systems where defining an accurate task model is difficult.

The Fuzzy Adaptive Control is evaluated on resource division between user loads and background tasks in HYDRAstor – a commercial high-performance distributed secondary storage system. The presented mechanism is compared with fair queuing variants and is shown to be more stable in the case of irregular workload. The evaluation proves that our approach is responsive to changing load conditions and ensures high resource utilization.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

D.4.2 [OPERATING SYSTEMS (C)]: Storage Management(Secondary storage); D.4.8 [OPERATING SYSTEMS (C)]: Performance( Queuing theory); D.4.1 [OPERATING SYSTEMS (C)]: Process Management (Scheduling); 1.2.8 [ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE]: Problem Solving, Control Methods, and Search(Scheduling, Control theory, Heuristic methods)

1. INTRODUCTION

Simultaneously to handling user loads (read/write operations), modern storage systems execute multiple types of background tasks, such as replication, parity checks, parity reconstruction, defragmentation, and garbage collection [19, 22, 23]. Even though user loads has the highest priority, in certain system states, for instance after disk replacement, which triggers software RAID rebuilding, or when the system is almost full, which requires fast garbage collection, background tasks become equally important and are allowed to decrease the speed of foreground tasks. Even in a healthy system, maintenance tasks such as garbage collection and defragmentation should not be starved regardless of their lower priority. This problem motivates our work on a controller that divides resources between user loads and background tasks.

We base our research on HYDRAstor [24, 6] – a high performance distributed secondary storage system that uses erasure coding, data compression and duplicates elimination. Even though we faced the problem considered in this paper in the context of HYDRAstor architecture, we believe the problem and the solution is universal and can be applied to other kind of storage systems, including low-latency primary storage with random data access pattern and smaller units of work for background tasks.

To depict the problem, let us consider the characteristic of tasks in HYDRAstor, summarized in Table 1. Tasks in HYDRAstor are not simple IO operations, but require multiple disk access, significant CPU time and network communication. They are of two categories. The first category is latency sensitive user loads coming in chunks of around 50kB, executed with high parallelism reaching 2500 tasks at a time with relatively high latency, up to 1.5s (but only 150ms for duplicate writes1 or for reads). The second category is large (up to 100MB) unbreakable background tasks taking even 15s. The size of a single background task cannot be reduced easily because a task processes entire data container (e.g. to sort it) and the reduction of its size or of the unit of work for a task would have a negative impact on performance and implementation complexity.

User loads come from an external application (the HYDRAstor filesystem [29], in this case) and can be highly irregular [9]; tasks may be unavailable for a moment and then appear in large number.

1HYDRAstor uses data duplicate elimination (see [1, 21]); Writing duplicates may be an order of magnitude faster than writing non-duplicates.

2The number of tasks that should be executed in parallel to obtain optimal performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>task type</th>
<th>user writes</th>
<th>user reads</th>
<th>bg. tasks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>characteristic</td>
<td>highly irregular pattern</td>
<td>unbreakable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parallelism2</td>
<td>2500</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>latency/duration</td>
<td>1.5s</td>
<td>150ms</td>
<td>up to 15s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>size</td>
<td>≈ 64KB</td>
<td>≈ 64KB</td>
<td>1MB-100MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The characteristic of the tasks in HYDRAstor.
bers. Because of high latency (150-1500ms), many tasks must be handled concurrently to achieve high bandwidth. The concurrency must be adjusted carefully at run time in response to changes in workloads and in external conditions in order to keep the latency below a predefined level (which is required, for instance, by the filesystem prefetching algorithms [29]). Background tasks are created inside HYDRAstor based on a schedule or on automatic problem detection (e.g. disk or node failure).

The paper addresses a general problem of scheduling heterogeneous (background and user) tasks in storage systems with high concurrency and latency control. The tasks are heterogeneous in the sense described above: (i) they use different and multiple resources, (ii) they have diversified size and (iii) they have different patterns of availability. To the best of our knowledge, this problem has not been addressed before – most literature on proportional resource allocation considers tasks of similar characteristic, or tasks using a single resource [11, 30, 16, 17, 31, 10, 3].

As we will show below, it is the heterogeneity, namely, the long duration of background tasks combined with irregularity of user loads, that makes the most common queuing techniques [2, 8, 14] infeasible for scheduling work in this setting. In the lack of user tasks, work-conserving queuing mechanisms always admit heavy background tasks, burdening the system significantly and leaving no resources for upcoming user tasks. Slow responsiveness of the storage system affects the application, which, in turn, cannot provide the system with sufficient amount of user tasks, amplifying the problem. To keep the system ready for admitting highly irregular user loads it is necessary to delay background tasks even in the presence of unused resources. This may lead to underutilization of resources, but we are willing to pay this price to guarantee quality of service to the user. Our new mechanism, unlike fair queuing, controls the speed of admitting various tasks and smoothly changes these speeds. This way, we avoid burdening the system with heavy background tasks whenever user loads are temporarily unavailable.

There are two additional problems that come along with task scheduling in HYDRAstor and similar systems. Firstly, HYDRAstor is a distributed system, which introduces additional complexity to the scheduler. In order to maintain simplicity, we present a mechanism for controlling local tasks and later we show that with some constraints on the configuration parameters of our control mechanism, the local instances of the Fuzzy Adaptive Control working independently provide that the system works correctly as the whole. Secondly, in a complex distributed storage system it is virtually impossible to measure precisely the resource consumption of various tasks, especially that they are handled by many software components on many servers. We overcome this difficulty by scheduling user tasks and background tasks according to a desired proportional division of observed throughputs (the amount of data processed per second) – throughput shares. This solution is motivated by the fact that these proportions reflect the proportions of actual work done by various loads, which is of more interest to users than low level details, such as resource consumption (c.f. [26]). Similar assumption was made in [11, 20, 17].

This paper has the following contribution: (i) We introduce a novel Fuzzy Adaptive Control mechanism enforcing proportional division of load throughputs while maintaining high resource utilization. (ii) We present how it can be used in a distributed environment. (iii) We have implemented the new mechanism in a commercial high-performance distributed secondary storage system – HYDRAstor [24, 6]. The described control mechanism has been used for two years by real-world customers. (iv) We evaluated the new mechanism on a 60-server configuration with 480TB raw capacity (that is 10PB with 95% duplicate elimination ratio) achieving 10GB/s write speed, which makes it one of the biggest and fastest global dedupe appliance in the world up to date.

2. RELATED WORK

The problem of scheduling tasks in storage systems, distributed or not, is common and frequently described. Most available literature addresses the problem of sharing resources among tasks of the same type [11, 30, 16, 17, 31, 10] or scheduling packets of known size [3]. In contrast, our work addresses the issue of dividing resources among user load and background tasks.

Scheduling methods for heterogeneous tasks are fairly more complicated [27]. Most of them use one of queuing mechanisms: YFQ [2], SFQ and FSFQ [8, 14], or their modifications [30, 31, 3, 35, 10]. In these solutions, tasks are put into queues and then sent to the system in a way that achieves the desired division of throughputs. These basic solutions suffer from a fixed level of concurrency and therefore, in case of server performance drop or changes in workload (e.g. heavier tasks), are unable to respect latency requirements. Some solutions combine the application of the queuing theory with a feedback loop that controls the latency by adjusting the number of concurrently processed tasks [33, 13].

Queuing approach is most often followed in the available literature and in most of regular cases was proven to give fair throughput division with almost zero settling time. We address these solutions (as the most important ones) in context of HYDRAstor, which must accommodate strong irregularity of user tasks. The evaluation presented in Section 3 shows that queuing approach does not give correct resource division in such case; this fact motivated us to introduce our new Fuzzy Adaptive Control.

New trends in the application of the control theory encourage to use model-based solutions [35, 12, 18, 34, 4]. Feedback controllers can be used for ensuring proportional resource division. One controller may regulate the speed of work of the load sources (input signal) in order to obtain the desired proportions of their throughputs (output signal). Another controller may regulate the concurrency level (the number of user tasks handled in parallel). Finding a proper model, however, requires identifying how the presence of each task influences the performance of the others. With three kinds of user tasks (writes, reads, duplicate writes), several maintenance tasks, and a few data deletion phases\(^4\), the model would have many dimensions. Moreover, feedback controllers using linear (or even dynamic) models are less adequate for optimization problems like optimizing resource utilization. Control theory gives us well studied methodologies for ensuring stability and the best settling time of a controller but with the complicated architecture of our system (see [24, 6]) and, in consequence, with the difficulty of modeling it accurately, we decided to consider different possibilities of ensuring proportional resource division.

Resource division between tasks of different nature can also be accomplished through virtualization [32, 15, 25, 20, 26]. Each virtual machine hosts a single application performing an appropriate class of tasks. Although virtual machines allow for accurate division of CPU cycles between applications, such approach results in architectural and implementational limitations (the tasks of a particular category should be executed by a single software component since they need to be run on a separate virtual machine) and introduces performance overhead [28].

Other existing solutions try to execute background tasks in idle periods [22, 7, 23] but such methods are inadequate when servers

\(^4\)Data deletion is a process of marking blocks of data for removal. In our system data deletion can be called on demand and we treat it as a special kind of background task.
A problem of running background tasks and avoiding resource contention, but in the context of a standalone process in an operating system, was considered in [5] and in articles cited therein. Interestingly, in [5], the contention is detected without finding the actual bottleneck, as in our solution; also the progress of tasks is measured instead of their resource consumption.

3. QUEUING EVALUATION

Heterogeneous tasks exhibit challenges that make standard work scheduling approaches surprisingly wrong. In this section, we present the nature of these problems in the most common approach (see Sections 1 and 2) – queuing. In queuing, tasks of different categories are put into separate queues. The scheduler selects one queue using some policy, and executes the first task from the selected queue. Specific mechanisms differ in the way how queues are selected; for instance, the goal in our case is to achieve desired throughput proportions.

For our analysis, we use a simplified model that hardly captures the complexity of HYDRAstor, but nevertheless, precisely exposes the root cause of the problems of scheduling irregular tasks using a work-conserving scheduler. Although our model was based on HYDRAstor, we believe that the presented problems are relevant for a wider class of systems (and not only for storage systems).

3.1 System Model, Task Arrival Model and Simulator

We model one category of user loads (write tasks) and two categories of background tasks: type I (small) and type II (big). Irregularity of write arrivals \(^5\) is shaped as batched arrivals with duration of \(x\) milliseconds, with interarrival times within a batch sampled from Poisson distribution, followed by a period of unavailability with duration of \(y\) ms. Such pattern is denoted by \((x \text{ ms} / y \text{ ms})\). We assume that background tasks are always available.

Next, we model the system as a black box which processes many tasks at the same time, where the task processing duration depends on the current concurrency level – the number of requests (tasks) in the system, RIS. Figure 1 presents the (simplified) dependency between system throughput and RIS for user writes in HYDRAstor, which we directly use to model duration of write tasks (to add some stochastics, we sample task duration from a normal distribution centered at the value taken from Figure 1). As we can see, increasing the concurrency level increases system throughput. But beyond some point, submitting more tasks does not result in significant performance improvement and only increases the latency.

Different categories of background tasks affect the overall performance in a very different way and, as indicated in the previous section, modeling the interdependencies of tasks accurately is almost impossible. Nevertheless, we model background tasks in the same way as write tasks, except that they are heavier (one type I task is equivalent to 5 RIS, and type II – 25 RIS), and longer (type I – 3 times the latency from Figure 1, and type II – 10 times). These parameters were also measured in HYDRAstor. The characteristic of the modeled tasks is summarized in Table 2.

The topic of this paper is a work scheduler which lies between system model and the system throughput in the system simulator. The queues in this scheduler mitigate the effects of irregularities of the system. This dependency is presented in Figure 1.

\(^5\)This scenario may correspond to copying files between two storage systems.

![Figure 1: The relation between the number of tasks in the system and the system throughput in the system simulator.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>task type</th>
<th>write</th>
<th>bg. I</th>
<th>bg. II</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>weight</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>avg. duration</td>
<td>1d(^b)</td>
<td>3d</td>
<td>10d</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pattern</td>
<td>batches</td>
<td>continuous</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>batch pattern</td>
<td>Poisson pattern</td>
<td>—</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The characteristic of the tasks in simulator.

used the latency of 1500 milliseconds, taken from HYDRAstor, which is reached at 2500 RIS (e.g. 2500 user writes or 1000 user writes and 300 background tasks of type I). The work scheduler is evaluated using a system simulator, that simply calculates (or rather draws) the duration for a given task at the current RIS, without performing any I/O operations.

This simplified model is enough to show that standard queuing techniques suffer for imbalanced work distribution and penalize user loads for its irregular availability pattern (Section 3.2).

3.2 Evaluation results

In this section we present the evaluation of a queuing scheduler enriched with feedback RIS controller, similar to the one presented in [33]. We repeat this exercise in Section 7.1 for our Fuzzy Adaptive Controller to show that it works better.

The queuing scheduler takes tasks (if available) from task sources and puts them into separate queues, depending on task type. It uses a simple feedback controller to compute appropriate RIS level (called slots) given the referral latency. The difference between RIS computed by the controller (slots) and actual RIS is called free slots. If the number of free slots is greater than zero, a task can be taken from some queue and sent to the system. Write tasks occupy one slot (increase RIS by one), tasks I – 5 slots and tasks II – 25 slots. Proportional throughput division is ensured by choosing tasks from appropriate queues. We use 1:1:1 proportions in the evaluation.

The queues in this scheduler mitigate the effects of irregularities in workload. We tried several small sizes of queues: 50, 100, 300 tasks, because large queues require significant amount of memory and, what is even more important, increase the average task latency beyond the value actually maintained by the controller – a queue of the size 1000 write tasks would increase the write task latency by about 600ms (in addition to 1500ms). Using each of the aforementioned sizes gave similar effect so the results are presented only for the size 100.

If user tasks do not come in batches, but instead are produced

\(^b\)d denotes the average duration of a single user write that depends solely on RIS – the total weight of the tasks currently processed by the system. This dependency is presented in Figure 1.
continuously, then the queuing mechanism is very accurate and stable, as shown in Figure 2. An irregular write pattern, which is more relevant for real systems (c.f. [9]), is problematic. We analyzed four cases: (i) (300ms/50ms) (ii) (300ms/150ms) (iii) (1s/300ms), (iv) (500ms/500ms); and found that throughput proportions were far from being equal\(^7\). The reason was that during write task unavailability, the write task queue was emptied and the scheduler started many background tasks which occupied slots and prevented write tasks to start during busy periods (if write latency is 1.5s, tasks of type II take 15s).

It may seem that long-term throughput division in the queuing scheduler can easily be improved. We tried to enrich queuing with memory of past throughput, so that when user writes appear after a quiet period, they are preferred till they are compensated for the previous inactivity period. The results are shown in Figure 3.

Surprisingly, even with such improvement, the throughput of user writes was up to 4 times lower than expected. The only case when the queuing mechanism worked as desired was (i) (300ms/50ms). This is because 50 milliseconds of quiet period is not enough to empty the queue of write tasks and, as system is not short of user writes, the background tasks are under control. In cases (ii), (iii) and (iv), the throughput of writes is lower than of background task. Even though the scheduler gave the priority to write tasks, they were not able to catch up with background tasks. Again, this is caused by slots occupied by background tasks. When write busy period finishes, the write queue is emptied even more eagerly than in case of the memory-less scheduler, and again, the scheduler will start background tasks that will occupy slots during the next busy period.

Our experiments have shown that because of the interaction of several parameters: the duration of busy and quiet periods, queue lengths\(^8\) and the task latency, the throughput of write and background tasks cannot be kept at the given proportions by the queuing scheduler (instead of expected 1:1:1 proportions in some cases we obtained 1:5:5). The fundamental problem of this scheduler is being work-conserving, i.e. tasks are sent to the system immediately if resources (slots) are available. We argue that in case of irregular user workload and large background tasks, no work-conserving mechanism can ensure proper resource division\(^9\).

4. FUZZY ADAPTIVE CONTROL

4.1 Architecture

In the previous section, we analyzed a work-conserving, central scheduler which divides resources between tasks from several queues, and we proved it does not work for irregular user load. As a consequence, we prefer a non-work-conserving scheduler that reserves certain bandwidth for upcoming write tasks, even in the presence of free resources, or more precisely, in the presence of free slots, as we want to keep the RIS-latency controller.

A natural approach to this problem is to split the controller into two layers, as pictured in Figure 4. The upper-layer, hereinafter called controller, will divide the total throughput between task categories, taking into account their actual needs and the configured throughput shares. In the cases presented in Figure 3, where the shares are 1:1:1, the controller will allocate the same throughput for each queue. The lower layer will consist of one scheduler, called throttler, per queue, which keeps the bandwidth of its queue on the level ordered by the controller.

Considering the aforementioned problems, we want the controller to maintain a stable throughput of each throttler, and to increase or decrease the throughputs gradually, depending on the availability of tasks and on system utilization. In this way, in the timescale of write task fluctuations, the bandwidth of background tasks will remain almost constant. During a temporary unavailability of write tasks, free slots will be preserved for upcoming tasks.

This approach generates two problems: (i) to divide the throughput between throttlers, the controller has to know the total system throughput available, which is nontrivial as it depends on the current conditions and may be highly irregular; (ii) gentle controller reaction may lead to system underutilization if system conditions change rapidly, for instance, if background tasks of type II suddenly run out and free resources appear in the system.

To address these problems we modify slightly the natural approach. Firstly, we move the RIS-latency controller to the lower layer, to the write task throttler. As a result, it controls the user load only, but not the background tasks. It may seem that this change

\(^7\)We do not present the plot with these results because it is very similar to Figure 3, where we presented an improved version of queuing (see next paragraph).

\(^8\)Increasing the capacity of the buffer will improve accuracy of the queuing mechanism but too big buffers are unacceptable, as mentioned before.

\(^9\)We do not give a rigorous proof here. The irregular workloads described in the previous paragraph, together with short queue sizes, can serve as a counterexample to other work conserving schedulers as well.
makes the RIS controller unable to respond to starting or finishing background tasks, but it is not the case. Running background tasks increase system utilization, which in turn increases the latency of write tasks and results in the reduction of RIS. When background tasks finish, the latency decreases, and RIS controller increases the number of slots. So even though background tasks do not occupy any slots, they reduce the number of available slots, which gives a similar effect. This change does not bring any major value by itself, but is required by the second change.

Secondly, we change the way the write throttler is controlled by the upper-layer controller. Instead of the throughput, we use an upper bound on RIS, which according to Figure 1, indirectly affects the throughput. In contrast to the natural approach where write throughput was upper-bounded, in this modified approach, write tasks are started whenever there are free slots. If the system becomes underutilized, the latency drops and the write throughput increases even at the same RIS level. Therefore, this choice of the control variable reduces the underutilization of the system, which is particularly important for our solution because the controller must converge slowly in order to maintain background task throughput constant during fluctuation time scale of user load. The property of using spare resources by available write tasks will also help the upper-layer controller to estimate the total available throughput of the system and divide the throughput accordingly.

Finally, we wrap the solution in a general form (Figure 4) that abstracts from the actual way the throughput of each throttler is controlled. Namely, each throttler takes a parameter, called limit, such that the throughput of tasks is a non-decreasing function of the limit. In our example, the limit is the upper bound on RIS for write tasks and the throughput, directly, for background tasks. Periodically, the controller orders each throttler to increase, decrease or do-not-change its limit, depending on the configured throughput shares, on the current throughput of each task type and on the current condition of the system, for instance whether the system is over- or under-utilized. The decisions are then translated by each throttler to a particular value of its limit. Even though we presented only two proposals for the limit, RIS and throughput, our algorithm can be applied to other choices.

The conditions of the system are inferred from descriptive information, hereinafter called info, provided by each throttler, for instance, whether tasks are available, or whether the limit is really slowing down the tasks (the limit on throughput may not slow down background tasks if it is set too high and the actual throughput is capped by system resources). Thanks to this information we are able to find the reason why some type of tasks is slower than expected: (i) because the limit is too low, (ii) because the limit of other tasks is too high and there are no resources in the system, (iii) because there are not enough tasks of this type. The linguistic form of this information and of the decision, translated at some point to numerical values, prompted us to use the word fuzzy in the name of our solution.

The high-level view of the architecture is pictured in Figure 4. The controller periodically (the interval is chosen to satisfy the constraints presented in Section 6 – for HYDRAstor it is 500 ms) receives an info from each throttler and using this information orders a particular changes of the limit of throttlers. Each throttler translates the limit change into a particular limit value. The throttlers take tasks from their sources and send them to the system, throttling them using the computed limit.

This fuzzy controller seems to be complicated and not well founded mathematically, but it cannot be easily replaced by standard MIMO feedback controllers (see [12]) because linear controllers can be used to maintain the throughput at a predefined level, but not to maximize the total throughput. In particular, they cannot guarantee that the given throughput levels are achievable (if some task type it too slow, it may not be sufficient to increase its limit, but limits of other task types must be decreased). Also standard linear controllers require an accurate model of the system, which is too hard for a complex system like HYDRAstor. Finally, designing a linear feedback controller to work correctly in a distributed environment seems really hard.

4.2 Algorithm overview

The controller has two responsibilities: finding the desired throughput (called target throughput) for each throttler, and adjusting limits of throttlers towards their target throughputs. The controller uses information from the throttlers (info), which will also be described here.

To find the target throughputs, the controller has to take the maximal system throughput available and divide it between all task types according to the configured shares. The maximal throughput cannot easily be found, so the controller uses the sum of the current throughput of each task type (info value: throughput). To keep the resources fully utilized, the controller tries to increase the throughput of all task types whenever possible. Even if the current throughput does not utilize all resources, the system will reach maximum utilization after a few steps, and the total throughput will closely approximate the maximum available throughput. Using a RIS bound as the limit for write tasks helps to adjust the total throughput faster (if only user load is available) because write tasks are started whenever slots are available, regardless of the current throughput. The division of the total throughput between throttlers should take into account whether loads indeed have tasks to be processed (info value: needsResources, a boolean value). For instance, if an external application provides write tasks at speed of 100 MB/s, the controller is not able to increase write throughput above this value. In such case, the controller must divide all remaining throughput, if any, between other task types.

As an example, assume that the throughput is supposed to be divided in 1:1:1 proportions, the throughput is 100 MB/s for writes, 200 MB/s for tasks I, and 300 MB/s for tasks II, and that tasks I and II are always available, but write tasks come at 100 MB/s only. In this case, the total system throughput is estimated to be 600 MB/s. Taking into account 1:1:1 division, the controller should allocate 200MB/s for each task type (this is the policy throughput). But as writes are not available above 100 MB/s, the target throughputs will be 100 MB/s for writes and 250 MB/s for tasks I and 250 MB/s.

Figure 4: The high-level mechanism of adaptive resource management.
Input: policyShare[] — an array of shares per task type (sums up to 1),
info[] — information collected from throttlers
Output: decision[] — an array of decision per task type
(INCREASE, DECREASE or DO_NOT_CHANGE)

decision[] ← [DO_NOT_CHANGE, DO_NOT_CHANGE, ...];
someoneWasIncreased ← false;
someoneNeedsResources ← false;
totalThroughput ← sum(info[].throughput);
policyThroughput[] ← policyShare[] × totalThroughput;
someoneNeedsResources ← (true in info[].needsResources);
targetThroughput[] ← recountTargetThroughputs(
policyThroughput[], info[]);

// Try to increase limits
foreach tasks in info[] do
  if (tasks.needsResources = true) and (tasks.limitAchieved = true) and (currentThroughput[tasks] ≤
targetThroughput[tasks]) then
    decision[tasks] ← INCREASE;
    someoneWasIncreased ← true
  // Try to decrease limits — only if no limit was increased
  if (not someoneWasIncreased) and someoneNeedsResources then
    foreach tasks in info[] do
      if (currentThroughput[tasks] ≥
targetThroughput[tasks]) then
        decision[tasks] ← DECREASE;
  foreach tasks in info[] do
    throttler[tasks].passDecision();

Algorithm 1: The algorithm of the controller.

for tasks II (the unused 100MB/s of write throughput was divided
between tasks I and II).

In the second phase, the controller compares the current through-
put of each task type to the target throughput, and orders a change
depend on the result. It has to take into account that some
task types may work slower than requested not because their thrort-
ller limits them, but because the whole system has insufficient re-
sources. The information whether a task type has insufficient re-
sources (info value: limitAchieved, a boolean value), is inferred by
each throttler from the limit set by the controller and from the actual
value that is controlled by the limit. For instance, if the limit for the
throughput of tasks I is 200MB/s but they achieve only 100MB/s be-
cause of insufficient resources, their limit is not achieved
and increasing it will not help; similarly, if the limit for RIS is 2300,
but the RIS-latency controller maintains the level of 1900 RIS be-
cause higher RIS would cause the latency exceed the referral one,
the limit is not achieved either. Note that the limit is usually not
achieved also in case the task type does not need resources.

Here is a summary of the contents of an info:

• needsResources — indicates if the tasks can work faster given
  more resources,
• throughput — the average throughput generated since the pre-
  vious info was collected,
• limitAchieved — indicates whether the task type has achieved
  its limit since last measurement.

4.3 The algorithm

The upper-layer controller is presented in Algorithm 1. As input,
it takes the information collected from the throttlers (info) and the
policy that specifies the share for each task type. Each array in the
pseudo-code is indexed with task types (in our case, there are three
of them: writes, tasks I and tasks II, but the algorithm is general).

In Steps 1-6, the algorithm initializes auxiliary variables. In
Step 7, the algorithm computes the target throughputs. Task types
that do not need resources are left only with the throughput they
achieve, and the remaining part of their policy throughputs is di-
istributed among task types that need resources. To be more precise,
if a task type T does not need resources and its current throughput
is lower than the policy throughput (needsResources = false and
currentThroughput < policyThroughput), then the task is not able
to use its entire policy throughput, so:

targetThroughput[T] ← currentThroughput[T]

Otherwise (currentThroughput ≥ policyThroughput or
needsResources = true) the target throughput is set to:

targetThroughput[T] ← policyThroughput[T]

In the first case, the spare throughput:

 policyThroughput[T] − currentThroughput[T]

is divided between other task types according to their policy shares.

We say that a task type T is eligible to get more resources if it
needs resources and currentThroughput[T] ≤ targetThroughput[T].
The algorithm tries to increase the speed of such a task type, ei-
ther by increasing the limit for this type of tasks (if the task source
achieves the given limit) or by decreasing the limit for other types
(if it does not). At least one of the task types that need resources
is eligible to get more resources, which is formally expressed by the
following invariant:

LEMMA 1. If there are task types for which needsResources =
true, then at least one of them has currentThroughput ≤ target-
Throughput.

PROOF. All types of tasks which do not need resources (needs-
Resources = false) have targetThroughput ≤ currentThroughput
(consider two cases separately: currentThroughput < policyThrough-
put and currentThroughput ≥ policyThroughput in the rule of com-
puting targetThroughput). This implies:

\[
\sum_{taskType T: needsResources=false} targetThroughput[T] \leq \sum_{taskType T: needsResources=false} currentThroughput[T]
\]

Additionally, the sum of all target throughputs is equal to the sum
of all current throughputs (both are equal the total throughput), so:

\[
\sum_{taskType T: needsResources=true} targetThroughput[T] \geq \sum_{taskType T: needsResources=true} currentThroughput[T]
\]

Now it is clear that currentThroughput ≤ targetThroughput for
at least one task type with needsResources = true.

System saturation is a state when a task type T has needsResour-
ces = ‘true’ and limitAchieved = ‘false’; T has work to do, its limit
allows for faster speed, but it cannot proceed faster because of in-
sufficient resources in the system. In order to increase its speed
of work, the limit for other task types should be decreased. On the
other hand, if the system is not saturated (each task type either does
not need resources or achieves the given limit) the algorithm will
increase the limit for a task type, which is specified by the following
lemma:

LEMMA 2. If there is work in the system (at least one task type
needs resources), then either the system is already saturated or the
limit for one of task types will be increased.
Proof. Let us assume there is some work in the system and consider task types which need resources. Either one of them has \( \text{limitAchieved} = \text{false} \), which means the system is already saturated, or every task has \( \text{limitAchieved} = \text{true} \). In the second case, we can use Lemma 1 and infer that there is at least one task type \( T \) which satisfies all of the following:

\[
\text{needsResources}[T] = \text{true} \\
\text{limitAchieved}[T] = \text{true} \\
\text{currentThroughput}[T] \leq \text{targetThroughput}[T],
\]

so the limit for \( T \) will be increased by the algorithm. \( \square \)

5. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

The structure of the Fuzzy Adaptive Controller is fairly simple, but there are a few details which need to be mentioned. First of all, throughput information from the throttlers may fluctuate highly, especially if background tasks are large. For the mechanism to be stable, the algorithm requires relatively stable reports. Therefore some averaging is necessary. In HYDRAstor we used moving averages. Secondly, we did not describe defuzzification of the limits. The implementation in HYDRAstor is sketched in Section 5.1, but other implementations are possible. Note that this is an important part of the whole solution as the convergence speed and the stability of the controller depends on it. We did not prove the stability of the controller, but an inherent property of our solution is that the changes of the limits are gradual, therefore fluctuations should not be large.

5.1 Defuzzification of the limit

The decision made by the controller, as described in Section 4.3, needs to be converted from the linguistic form: increase/decrease/do-not-change to a particular change of the limit (defuzzification). In HYDRAstor we used a simple implementation where the current throughput level is multiplied by a constant greater, smaller or equal one, respectively. We added one optimization – when a throttler receives the second or the third (or further) decision in the same direction, the constant is larger/smaller, so that the changes are faster.

5.2 Defining throughput shares

The topic of defining throughput shares are out of scope of this paper, but we will give an overview of what is done in HYDRAstor. Firstly, the shares depend on the current state of the system – for instance, the share for background tasks is higher if resiliency of data is lower (more parity data is missing) or if free space is running out (garbage collection should work faster). Secondly, defining throughput shares is easy for engineers but not for users, so our system provides the user with a set of profiles, each of them defining the shares for each state of the system. The profiles have intuitive names (such as “resiliency” for reconstruction background tasks to work faster, or “performance” to give the priority to user load) and can be easily chosen by the user.

6. DISTRIBUTED ENVIRONMENT

In this section we describe how our Fuzzy Adaptive Control behaves in a distributed environment, where tasks are handled by many servers. Again, we base our system model on HYDRAstor, which is a content addressable storage. In HYDRAstor, each write task, which corresponds to a block being written, is delegated to a particular server, depending on the hash value of the block. As hashes can be considered random, all servers are equally burdened with user write tasks. A server which is slower than others (for instance, because it devoted some amount of its resources to background tasks), will affect other servers because they will receive write tasks with the same rate. On the other hand, background tasks in HYDRAstor may be local, executed on a particular server, or distributed, occurring on several servers, not necessarily all of them.

Scheduling tasks in such environment is hard because even a local background task may reduce the speed of write tasks on the server where it is executed, which, in turn, reduces the overall write speed and leaves unused resources on other servers. If these servers start too many background tasks, they may further reduce the overall write speed and the scenario is repeated.

We model a distributed system with tasks delegated to multiple servers [30, 6] in a similar way. Such remote tasks are organized in a sequence where the \( i \)-th task should be executed at a specific server \( s(i) \). The tasks are sent to the servers in the ascending order of their numbers. In this model, as in HYDRAstor, slow execution of task on one node may influence their speed of execution on other servers. Although the server \( s(i+1) \) may have free resources, it will not be given the task \( i+1 \) for execution until \( s(i) \) admits the previous task \( i \). As a result, the speed of execution of the tasks is bounded by the speed of their execution at the slowest server. For simplicity, we assume that background tasks are all local (which is not the case in HYDRAstor).

Fuzzy Adaptive Control can be used in such distributed environment with a separate instance (i.e. with an independent controller and throttlers) working on each server independently. As in the local case, and in fact it is a local case from the point of view of the controller, when the user load at a particular server does not achieve its target throughput (even if the speed of the user load on this server adjusted to the speed at the bottleneck server), the control mechanism will allocate the unused resources to local background tasks, and take advantage of the unused resources. (Recall that \( \text{infos} \) describe only the local state of the tasks and the user load which is slowed down by a remote bottleneck server, reports \( \text{needsResources} \) false, indicating there is space for different loads at the server.) However, the controller must guarantee that background tasks will not influence the speed of user loads on the server. Ensuring such guarantees is not straightforward as overshoots and fluctuations in load characteristic are common. In the subsequent subsections, we present an analysis of consequences of careless recapturing unused resources. Then, we introduce constraints on the controller wake-up interval that guarantee the performance of the user load is not affected by the local load let into the system to recapture unused resources.

6.1 Recapturing unused resources

In a distributed environment, the decrease of the limit for a user load at any server, \( s \), makes the user load slow down at each server. After such decrease the unused resources may appear on another server \( s' \). Such server is not a bottleneck for a user load so it infers that it may safely increase the limit for local background tasks; because overshoots and fluctuations are possible, the increase of the limit for the background tasks may make this server become a new bottleneck for a user load, further decreasing its global speed. It may happen that in consecutive steps the servers will alternately increase the throughput of the local tasks, eventually causing the starvation of the user load. The local tasks are not throttled because in each time step one of the servers sees that the user load does not need local resources (because it is not a bottleneck for a user load at the moment), causing another decrease of its throughput in the next step.
To prevent this problem we introduce an additional constraint on the controller wake up interval. With the given constraints, after increasing a limit for background tasks, the server’s from the example above will not become a bottleneck for any other load (here, for user load) at least till the next time the controller wakes up. In the next step after the increase of background tasks, even if the user load on $x'$ indicates that it needs local resources, the server will still have abilities to accommodate some additional incoming load. E.g., after increase of the background tasks the user load latency may become close to the neutral one, so needsResources would be true, but the latency would not yet exceed the neutral one, so the tasks would not be rejected nor the number of slots would be throttled down. Because the user load indicates it needs resources, the limit for background tasks which was previously increased will be throttled down in the next step back to its previous value, causing no degradation of the user load speed.

6.2 Constraints on wake up interval

Consider the implementation of needsResources based on whether there is a task waiting in a buffer. The server is able to admit tasks unless the buffer is full. Let $w_c$ be the controller wake up interval, $size_b$ is the size of the buffer and $T_{max}$ is the maximum throughput of the source; and assume $w_a < \frac{T_{max}}{size_{b}}$. With such assumptions if needsResources was false then, after $w_a$, the buffer will not be full, which results in no slow down in tasks admission.

The constraints on $w_a$ force the desired property: if the tasks of a distributed load (here, user load) do not need resources, and so the local tasks are let in, the speed of the admission of the distributed tasks will not be affected till the next wake-up of the controller.

With such constraints, even with no coordination between the servers, the control mechanism will enforce correct proportions of the throughputs on at least one loaded server. If the servers are homogeneous (like in case of HYDRAstor) each server will hold the correct proportions.

7. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In the first part of this section we present the results of experiments on the simulator described in Section 3.2. The second part describes experiments conducted on HYDRAstor.

7.1 Artificial workload

Figure 5 presents results of the (500ms/500ms) experiment conducted on the simulator with the Adaptive Fuzzy Controller (other three scenarios, (300ms/50ms, 300ms/150ms, and 1s/300ms, gave similar results, so we present only the worst case). The throughput values, averaged over 30s intervals, show significant fluctuations, which is an inherent property of the system model. If we used 300s averaging period, we would see that the proportions of throughput differ from the expected 1:1:1 by no more than 3% after the initial phase. The long 170s stabilization phase is a price we pay for the stability – the throughput of background tasks (for each type of tasks independently) is being slowly and steadily increased until it evens with the throughput of user load.

7.2 HYDRAstor

Further experiments were conducted on HYDRAstor. Apart from user requests (writes, duplicate writes and reads) it has two main classes of background tasks: data deletion (marking blocks for removal), and maintenance tasks (reconstructions, defragmentation, garbage collection, etc.) – corresponding to background tasks of type I and II analyzed throughout the paper. A single server can execute concurrently all three classes of tasks. The tasks, even though handled by different software components, use the same resources, such as disks, CPU, memory or network.

The throughput shares for the task categories in the experiments were changing dynamically dependently on the state of the system. For example, after failures that significantly reduce the resiliency level of some data, there was the critical reconstruction policy in effect, which gave significant share to background tasks. Example policies correspond to particular states of the system. The Fuzzy Adaptive Control always uses the policy for the current state.

7.2.1 Experimental setup

For the experiments, we have used HYDRAstor in two configurations: (1) a 60-server configuration and (2) a 6-server configuration. The latter was used because our access to the 60-server configuration was limited. Also, by using two different sizes, we show that our solution works in different scales, in particular in a large system where tasks, especially data deletion, are more irregular (compare Figures 8 and 9).

Each storage node had two quad-core 64-bit 3.0 GHz Intel Xeon processors, twelve 7200 RPM Hitachi HUA72101AC3A SATA disks and 24GB of memory. Each server held two logical storage nodes, with 6 disks each (for details about HYDRAstor architecture see [24, 6]). The servers were connected by the 4x1Gb network interfaces.

7.2.2 High resource utilization

The aim of the first experiment on HYDRAstor, performed on the smaller system, was to show that the Fuzzy Adaptive Control keeps high resource utilization, in particular, if user tasks do not consume all assigned resources, maintenance tasks are started. It also showed that the system utilization is high regardless of which resource is a bottleneck.

The test uses the “Regular tasks” policy from Table 3. Data deletion did not run, so the whole 100% of the throughput was assigned
to user load—maintenance tasks were supposed to be started only if there are unused resources in the system and if running tasks do not affect the throughput of user load.

The experiment consists of four phases, each one with different characteristic of write tasks. In the first 30 minutes, external backup application worked full speed generating 60 MB/s per logical node (this is throughput after compression). After 30th minute, the backup application generated constant throughput of 40 MB/s, which is not enough to saturate the system. In the 60th minute, the write speed was changed to 10 MB/s. Finally, in the 90th minute, the write speed was changed to 45 MB/s but only duplicated data was written. The maintenance tasks that ran in background were doing defragmentation (sorting data containers).

The results of this experiment are presented in Figure 6. The plot shows the throughput of write tasks (in the last period, divided into total- and non-duplicate-write throughput) and maintenance tasks on one storage node. Figure 7 shows the utilization of the processor and hard disks, allowing to identify the bottleneck resource in each phase of writing.

In the first period, when the application worked at full speed the processor was a bottleneck. Here the average latency was equal $L_{ref}$ so the system was kept loaded; any further increase of the speed of any task type would result in violating the latency contract.

In the second period, where write tasks did not saturate the system unused resources were allocated to maintenance tasks. These tasks, according to our expectations, did not affect the throughput of the writes. In this phase, hard disks were a bottleneck. One could notice that the total throughput of tasks in the second phase is significantly higher than the total throughput in the first phase, even though write tasks are only a bit slower. Also CPU and disk utilization, together, is higher, which means that the resources are used more efficiently. Our controller, however, is not supposed to maximize resource utilization, but to maintain predefined policy of resource division. As in the first phase the policy assigns 100% resources to write tasks, the controller is not allowed to start background tasks that would affect the speed of writes. The controller works as expected.

In the third period, when the backup application worked even slower, the maintenance tasks were allowed to achieve higher throughput. In this phase, there were fewer write tasks executed concurrently so it was easier to maintain their latency bounded. As a result, we managed to obtain almost 100% utilization of hard disks.

In the fourth period, we had duplicate writes, which utilize a bit of CPU but hardly disks, and background tasks, which use disks. Therefore, there was little interaction between the two, and both workloads achieved high throughput.

### 7.2.3 Policy changes

As we mentioned previously, the policy of resource division is likely to change during system operation because it should depend on the system state. In the next two experiments, run on 6- and 60-server configuration, respectively, we analyze changes of the policy. In both experiments, the backup application writing to the system was configured to work at full speed for the whole duration of the experiment. In the first experiment, for the first 30 minutes, the system executed defragmentation tasks so it used the “Regular tasks” policy from Table 3. Next, in the 30th minute, we switched off one storage node to simulate a failure and trigger reconstruction tasks, so the system changed the policy to “Normal reconstruction” that gives more resources to maintenance tasks. After another 30 minutes (60th minute), we started data deletion, which did not change the policy, but created tasks of a new type.

Figure 8 presents the throughput of user writes, maintenance tasks and data deletion on one of the storage nodes. The expected throughput proportions (writes:maintenance tasks:deletion) should be 100%:0%:0% in minutes 0-30, 71.5%:28.5%:0% in minutes 30-60, and 50%:20%:30% after 60th minute. The obtained proportions differ from the expected by less than 2% (after averaging) – this error comes from the load fluctuations.

Figure 9 presents the throughput achieved by user writes, maintenance tasks and data deletion for the experiment on the 60-server configuration. In this experiment we powered off 4 servers to trigger reconstruction, started data deletion (to have three kinds of tasks) and changed throughput shares to 30%:10%:60% (writes:maintenance tasks:deletion). Such a large system generates more irregular data deletion load in comparison with the 6-node configuration and the high throughput allocation for deletion is meant to verify.
the system behavior in case of very variable conditions (the controller will have to reallocate the throughput very often because deletion tasks will often be missing). Also the user load is highly irregular (it is averaged on the plot). The results prove that even in the presence of the irregularity the control mechanism keeps stable throughput proportions.

8. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a novel mechanism for dividing resources among tasks of different load types. The new approach is based on abstraction of the tasks and avoids assumptions about their characteristics. Therefore, it is suitable for distributed systems, where standard methods of defining a model fail due to complex system architecture. The mechanism was implemented in the commercial system HYDRAstor, with the focus on achieving high performance of the controlled system. We theoretically and experimentally proved that the throughput proportions in the controlled system converge to the desired ones and confirmed that in a steady state the algorithm keeps the system saturated (the resources are properly utilized). According to the experiments, the controlled system is stable (there are no serious fluctuations of throughputs nor overshoots). Also, the reaction time is suitable for the workloads of a secondary storage system (for other types of systems, the time scale of all operations may be reduced and the whole solution should work in a similar way). The evaluation was done on a 60-server system with the write performance of 10GB/s.

We showed how existing modifications of fair queuing can be adapted for resource division between user load and background tasks. We compared our Fuzzy Adaptive Control with fair queuing algorithms. The evaluation was done on an artificial model which was a simplification of the HYDRAstor system. We concluded that although fair queuing mechanisms have better reaction time to changing target shares, they may behave unstably in case of irregular user load. Fuzzy adaptive control has, on the other hand, longer settling time, but it is more robust in presence of irregularities of the write load pattern. Policies are changing quite rarely in HYDRAstor so settling time of fuzzy adaptive mechanism is acceptable. We concluded that fuzzy adaptive mechanism is more suitable for our system.

Future work will concern the defuzzification controllers. We consider applying some heuristic algorithm for faster convergence in case of shorter background tasks. Our research will also focus on using automatic mechanism for choosing throughput shares in run-time to maximize the total system throughput.
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